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The purpose of this class is to educate the student on the new high performance 
extensible logging infrastructure available in WebSphere® Version 8. 
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HPEL, What it is and what are its objectives 

� New streamlined way of doing log and trace. No change needed to logging and tracing code 
– Logs stored in binary format 
– Tools and API for simple access 

� Objectives 
– Improve performance 
– Make it easier to work with stored log and trace data 
– Provide a common logging solution for z/OS® and distributed platforms 
– Remove barriers to extensibility 

2 High performance extensible logging © 2010 IBM Corporation 

HPEL is a new logging infrastructure that stores logs in a binary format that is easily 
consumed by the tools provided, and programmatically consumable with a powerful API 
that is available. 

The objectives of HPEL are to improve log and trace performance, to make it easier to 
analyze log and trace data, to provide a common solution across z/OS and distributed 
platforms, and to remove the barriers to extensibility caused by a fixed text format. 

By storing the data in a binary form (with a simple command to re-create the old format if 
needed), the restrictions caused by the existing format have been lifted. 
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The existing logging works well, why change it? 

� The existing infrastructure has worked well for a long time. HPEL focuses on improving the 
logging in several areas. 

– Binary format with simple tools means: 
• No more parsing of text with multiple formats 
• More data available, no truncation of logger names 
• Flexibility to add information as needs arise 
• No more need to understand what is stored in what files and how rollover may 

impact which files to review 
– Trace speed improvements makes burdensome traces more reasonable and can allow 

applications to log more data with less performance penalty 
• Trace 3.5x as fast, log 5x as fast 

– Impact on applications varies based on amount of logging and tracing being 
done 

– Tools and the API specifically enable 
• Access to logs on local and remote servers 
• Advanced filtering to quickly eliminate noise and get to source of a problem 
• Merging of logs from different servers (API only) 

– Common solution for z/OS and distributed means the same PD skills/people can work in 
all environments 

3 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

Existing logging has worked well for years in WebSphere. HPEL is not here because 
logging does not work; it is an improved implementation to provide a better logging 
infrastructure 

Using a binary format has numerous benefits: 

1. Complex and error-prone parsing of the text log is eliminated 

2. More data is available and no more truncation takes place 

3. Adding information in the future can be done without disrupting anyone's parsing code 

4. People doing analysis no longer need to understand the intricacies of the file system 
and rollover behaviors 

When trace runs 3.5 times faster, many traces that used to be impractical on a production 
server may now be practical. Faster logging may mean more information is logged over 
time and this can help in problem determination 

The simplicity and power of the tools used to access the logs locally and remotely, filter 
and analyze information, and even merge logs using the API means that log analysis can 
be faster. The ability to eliminate noise and to reQuery repeatedly can also mean that that 
the needle may not get lost in the haystack. 

And now, the skills developed doing problem determination on distributed platforms can be 
reused on z/OS systems. 
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Enabling and configuring HPEL in WebSphere V8 

� The default configuration for HPEL is a good starting point, and the configuration details are 
generally not needed in order to analysis or PD on the logs 

� The HPEL repository includes three types of information to configure 
– Log data – binary files representing logged information 
– Trace data – binary files representing trace 
– Text log – optional text file similar to SystemOut.log. You should disable this in optimized 

production environments 
� For a short tutorial on enabling and configuring HPEL from the WebSphere V8 

administrative console, pause the presentation and click this icon: 

4 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

To use HPEL, the first steps are enablement and configuration. To avoid change in
 
WebSphere externals when migrating to Version 8, legacy logging is the default
 
implementation. Enablement and configuration of HPEL, however, is quite simple. The
 
default configuration is also a good starting point.
 

The HPEL repository contains three types of information:
 

1) Log data stores all log information. This is information from SEVERE to INFO and some
 
custom levels below INFO. It also captures SystemOut and SystemErr stream calls
 

2) Trace data stores all information of lower severity than log data.
 

3) Text log is an optional text file in the format of the legacy SystemOut.log. This is ideal
 
for development scenarios, but you can turn it off to optimize performance in production
 
environments.
 

Pause this presentation and click the icon here to see a sample of enabling HPEL and
 
doing some simple configuration actions.
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Analyzing log data with the command line log viewer 

� Once HPEL is enabled and configured, it is no longer required to understand the details of 
the individual files to do analysis. The command line log viewer is one tool which can be 
used to perform problem determination with the log and trace in the repository. 

� For a short tutorial on the command line log viewer, pause the presentation and click this 
icon: 

5 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

The first tool for analyzing HPEL logs is the command line log viewer. This is a simple, 
intuitive, and fast tool for doing analysis on the logs in problem determination efforts. 

Pause this presentation and click the icon here to see a brief tutorial on the command line 
log viewer. 
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Administrative console log viewer tool 

� With legacy logging, the administrative console can be used to dump ranges of lines from 
local and remote logs into the administrative console. 

� The HPEL administrative console log viewer enables powerful filtering and formatting 
features to do analysis on the logs. In addition to the features seen in the command line log 
viewer, the administrative console log viewer can also do analysis on remote logs. 

� For a short tutorial on the administrative console log viewer, pause the presentation and 
click this icon: 

6 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

The administrative console log viewer is a powerful graphical way to do problem 
determination with log files. It provides all of the functionality of the command line log 
viewer, and enables the analysis of local and remote log files. 

Pause this presentation and click the icon shown here to go through a short tutorial of the 
administrative console log viewer. 
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Exercises 

� There are four sets of exercises in this section of the class. If you have a WebSphere V8 
server, try the exercises. Exercises 1 - 3 should look familiar and can reinforce a working 
knowledge of HPEL in roughly an hour. Exercise 4 goes deeper into the API and may take a 
bit longer. 

7 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

This next section includes four sets of exercises that allow you to get hands-on experience 
with HPEL. If you have access an HPEL V8 server, you should try these; it is where the 
instruction becomes concrete experience. 
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Exercise set 1, enable and configure HPEL 

� Goals: 
1 Turn on HPEL 
2 Disable the Text Log 
3 Shrink the log repository down to 20 Mb 
4 Keep items in the trace repository for 12 hours (no concern for size) 

� Verification: 
1 When you are done, you should have a server with HPEL turned on 
2 You should NOT have text log* files in your server log directory 
3 You should have log data and trace data directories in your log directory 
4 If you try running logViewer.sh (UNIX®) or logViewer.bat (Windows®) with no 

parameters, you should get lots of records scrolling on your screen 
� Optional extensions for the bold: 

1 Use wsadmin to see if HPEL is enabled 
2 Use wsadmin to change the log repository maximum back to 50Mb (the default) 

� To see a tutorial of how to do this, pause the presentation and click this icon: 

8 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

The goal of these exercises is to walk you through the process of enabling and configuring 
HPEL. Some of this was displayed earlier, but here you will be doing it, and the exercises 
go deeper into the configuration options. 

Pause the class at this point and try the exercises on your own server. When you have 
completed - or if you are not in position to try the exercises at this time - click the Show Me 
icon to watch how they are done. Note that after turning on HPEL, you can do the 
configuration work before exiting the administrative console and restarting the server. A 
restart of the server is necessary for all of this to be put into affect. 

For the optional exercises, in a few slides, you will see some links to the information 
center. The information center has some links that include wsadmin samples. 
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Exercise set 2: Command line log viewer - Accessing the data 

� Goals: 
– Use the command line to get help on the log viewer including an explanation of all options 
– By going to the <profileHome> ... create an old style log named oldLogsForOldDogs.log containing 

just log records (INFO, WARNING, and SEVERE for this exercise) 
– List just the records for thread 0 
– Look for just WARNING messages 

� Verification: 
– Using the oldLogsForOldDogs.log, see if you got the right number of thread 0 records from the 

second query (second query may have additional records of Thread 0 was doing activity between the 
run of exercise 1 and exercise 2) 

– Count the warning records (type w) in oldLogsForOldLogs and compare it to the number of
 
WARNINGs you got from the third exercise
 

� Optional extensions for the bold: 
– Retrieve all log records NOT from loggers beginning with com.ibm 
– Extract a repository of just WARNING and SEVERE messages and put it in a new directory 
– Use the appropriate parameter to point log viewer at the new repository, and dump it into a separate 

file 
– (z/OS only ...) After getting the list of processes from which you can extract, select the most recent 

servant and capture its logs 
– z/OS only ....) zip up your entire log directory and bring it down to a client workstation. There, extract it 

and run the local log viewer against it. 
� To see a tutorial of how to do this, pause the presentation and click this icon: 

9 High performance extensible logging © 2010 IBM Corporation 

The goal of these exercises is to familiarize you with the simplicity and power of the 
command line log viewer tool. It can be used to re-create the legacy log files, but it can 
also do so much more in the way of filtering and analysis. 

Pause the class at this point and try the exercises on your own server. When you have 
completed - or if you are not in position to try the exercises at this time - click the Show Me 
icon to watch how they are done. 

A hint on getting started is to open a command prompt (on Windows) or a terminal (or 
telnet session or SSH session) on UNIX or z/OS and change directory to the 
<profileHome> or <profileHome>/bin. Then when you have accomplished goal #1 (hint, 
help), closely review all of the options, because they will provide you with what you need 
to accomplish the other goals. 
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Exercise set 3: Browser-based log viewer 

� Goals: 
– 1. Select to view just the current server instance (currently running server) 
– 2. Identify the PID/Process ID for the server 
– 3. Find early message TRAS0017I and get the detailed information for what this message is about 
– 4. Find the first activity on a thread other than 00000000, then filter to include only this thread 
– 5. Show only WARNING and higher messages 

� Verification: 
– 1. Records in the display should all have times associated with only the latest instance of the server 
– 2. Should see the process ID and many other process-scoped information 
– 3. Should see a pop-up that includes user action, explanation, and others 
– 4. Should see only rows for the thread selected. Select Show all Threads after to move on to goal #5 
– 5. Should see a much smaller # of rows and all should be WARNING, SEVERE, or FATAL 

� Optional extensions for the bold: 
–	 1. From the WARNING and SEVERE view at the end of the previous exercises, export a binary 

format log with your filter criteria applied. 
–	 2. Use the command line log viewer to query just WARNING records from this new repository (on 

some browser/OS combinations, the export may not function properly) 
� To see a tutorial of how to do this, pause the presentation and click this icon: 

10 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

The goal of these exercises is to give you practical experience with the administrative 
console log viewer. Remember that, after selecting TroubleShooting -> Logs and Trace -> 
selecting your server -> View HPEL Logs and Trace, you will be in the administrative 
console log viewer panels. 
Pause the class at this point and try the exercises on your own server. When you have 
completed - or if you are not in position to try the exercises at this time - click the Show Me 
icon to watch how they are done. 
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Exercise set 4: HPEL API - Background to help understand use of 
the API 

� The WebSphere V8 beta information center javadoc on the HPEL API is at: 
– http://thegreatgazoo.raleigh.ibm.com/infocenter14/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.websphere.javadoc.doc/web/apidocs/com/ibm/websphere/logging/hpel/reader/packagesummary.html 
– This can be found in the information center when WebSphere V8 is GA. 
– This javadoc contains samples and other information that will be helpful in performing these exercises. 

� Definition of terms 
–	 Log repository - Base directory into which a JVM is logging. For WebSphere, this is typically of the form 

<ProfileHome>/logs/<serverName>/. This is generally all that needs to be known in order to access any logs locally. 
–	 Server instance - Start and stop of a server one time (one life cycle). If a server is started four times and stopped three 

(that is, currently running), then there are four server instances. The "current" server instance is always the latest, 
regardless of whether the server is running 

–	 Local repository - Any repository that can be reached by referring directly to its directory locally (including network 
mapped drives). 

–	 Remote repository - A repository that is accessed through network protocols (default for this is JMX which requires that 
the server is up). 

–	 Child process - process which is a logical child of another process from a logging perspective. Prime example is a 
z/OS servant is a child of the controller. You may see that the repositories are underneath the parent repositories, are 
generally accessible only through their parent 

–	 Merge - The aggregation of logs from several repositories (local or remote) based on time. The aggregation looks 
much like a ServerInstanceLogRecordList, however, the merged object provides mechanisms to get back to the 
appropriate headers for each record (you can see this in the samples). 

–	 ServerInstanceLogRecordList - the class that represents the logs for a single server instance (this may logically 
represent many physical files – do not think in terms of physical files). It contains RepositoryLogRecords and headers 

– RepositoryLogRecord - a class that represents a single log entry. It provides get methods for all info in the record 

11 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

At this point, if you have done the first three sets of exercises, you really have a working knowledge of HPEL 
and its basic administration. This set of exercises focuses on the API which is ideal for tool developers and 
people who want to do more complex analysis and formatting. 

Before you start into these exercises, it is important to cover some background information, starting with the 
definition of terms: 

Log repository is the base directory where HPEL stores sub-directories and logs. It is typically the same 
directory uses by legacy logging to store logs 

Server instance is a single life cycle of a server from server start to server stop. Using the API, you can 
access a single server instance or multiple server instances. It is at the server instance level that logs from 
different servers can be merged 

Local repository is a repository in a directory that you can access directly from your system (either a local 
directory, a mapped network drive, or some other virtually local resource. 

Remote repository is a repository that you will use remote protocols (JMX™ in this case) to access. 

Child process is a z/OS-only term describing a process that is logically a child of another. Child processes do 
not have their own repository locations. They use directory structures under the parent directory. z/OS 
servants and adjunct processes are children of z/OS controllers. 

Merge is the aggregation of logs from several repositories (local or remote). 

ServerInstanceLogRecordList is a class that represents a query result set (matching your filter criteria) for a 
single server instance. Note that in some of these exercises, you will use code that creates an iterator of 
ServerInstanceLogRecordLists ... one for each life cycle of the server in the repository. For each, it will 
reference just the records that match your query. 

RepositoryLogRecord is a class that contains the information from a single log record. It provides get 
methods for all data and it has a reference back to the header (from the containing 
ServerInstanceLogRecordList), which can be helpful in merge situations 
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Exercise 4: Background continued 

� Building and running samples 
– Building a sample that uses only local repositories: 

•	 javac -cp <WasHome>/plugins/com.ibm.hpel.logging.jar:.
 
com/ibm/sample/hpel/ReaderSamplesForExercises.java
 

– Running a sample that uses only local repositories 
•	 java -cp <WasHome>/plugins/com.ibm.hpel.logging.jar:. com/ibm/sample/hpel/ReaderSamplesForExercises 

<WasHome>/profiles/<profileDir>/logs/server1/ 1 

– Building a sample that involves using JMX to access remote repositories 
•	 javac -cp <WasHome>/plugins/com.ibm.ws.admin.client_8.0.0.jar:.
 

com/ibm/sample/hpel/ReaderSamplesForExercises.java
 

– Running a sample that involves using JMX to access remote repositories 
•	 java -cp <WasHome>/plugins/com.ibm.ws.admin.client_8.0.0.jar:.
 

com/ibm/sample/hpel/ReaderSamplesForExercises <args>
 

� The .zip files in this flow contain: 
– Sample Java source for the exercises, plus some helper classes to make JMX 

communication a bit easier and provide some formatting options 
– Sample repositories including z/OS repositories and multi-server profiles. These allow 

you to learn the capabilities of high performance extensible logging without having to 
generate test data first. 

12 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

To build and run samples accessing local repositories requires only your code and the 
HPEL jar. If you are using remote repositories, then use the administrative thin-client jar 
instead. This contains the classes from the HPEL jar and the classes needed for a JMX 
client accessing a WebSphere server. 

Included with this material are two important .zip files. HpelJavaSampleSource.zip 
contains sample code that uses the APIs to accomplish common analysis functions using 
local and remote repositories. HpelRepositories.zip contains some sample repositories 
that you can use for doing your analysis. This allows you to get started right away without 
having to generate data first. There are z/OS and distributed platform repositories. 
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Exercise 4: API Exercises 

� Goals: 
1 Print date, thread, and formatted message for all WARNING and ERROR messages in a local

repository
2 Same as exercise 1 ... only this time, ONLY for the most recent server instance (life cycle of the

server)
3 Create a second server with HPEL enabled, generate workload on both servers at roughly the same

time. Merge all INFO, WARNING, and ERROR messages from the most current server instance on
each server. Refer back to headers to get the PID for each record and thus show PID, date, thread,
and formatted message. To avoid some of the time of doing this, you can use the one of the
repositories in HPEL repositories (info) for that. Note that there are multiple repository directories
there, so you will need to specify one of the child directories.

4 (z/OS only): Retrieve log for most recent controller, and get the label for all children of the controller
(servants and adjuncts)

5 (z/OS only): Retrieve and merge all records from the most recent controller and all of it's children (just
WARNING and SEVERE) 

� Verification: 
1 You should see a list of error and warning messages that includes all server life cycles for which

HPEL was enabled 
2 This time you should see a subset of the list (or repeat if you had only one server instance out there)

with just latest server life cycle
3 Your results should see different PIDs on different records, and the rest should look similar to #2 
4 Should see just a list of controller and servants (no actual log records)
5 Similar to #3, only printing job name and job ID would get you bonus points. 

� To see a tutorial of how to do this, pause the presentation and click this icon: 

13 High performance extensible logging	 © 2010 IBM Corporation 

The goal of these exercises is to give you practical experience writing Java code that uses 
the HPEL API. The examples use the eclipse development environment, but any good 
Java development environment will work and make your job that much easier. Pause the 
presentation and try these exercises. The previous slide shows how to build and run 
these. You should start a new Java project for local samples and add the HPEL jar to your 
build path. You can add the remote samples to a separate Java project, or to this Java 
project. In either case, add the administrative thin client jar to your build path if you are 
using remote. 

The sample source and sample repositories from the last slide can be a valuable resource 
as you work through these exercises. 

When you have completed - or if you are not in position to try the exercises at this time 
click the Show Me icon to watch how they are done. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better meet your 
needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send email feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_WASv8_HPEL.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../WASv8_HPEL.pdf 

14 High performance extensible logging © 2010 IBM Corporation 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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